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Abstract

The paper uses several examples to illustrate a distinctive difference between alternative models of biological systems: those of the mathematical vs. those of the algorithmic format. Primary among these comparisons are the models of researchers dealing with neural networks versus those of artificial intelligence [AI] researchers who predicate their work on the cognitive sciences. We show how the literature of biology itself reveals why one approach to the modelling of biological systems is more likely to succeed than the other. We compare historically the acclaimed successes of non-mathematical biologists [e.g., Darwin's ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES and Lorenz's paper, "Fashionable Fallacy of Dispensing with Description"]).

We include in the paper a review of the literature dealing with the principles for conducting the design and analysis of experiments with computerised stochastic models, applicable whether their dynamics are 'controlled' within the computer mathematically or, alternatively, algorithmically. Exemplary models of AI systems are the current software packages being implemented throughout the research and university communities: viz., bibliographic retrieval programmes which, e.g., include statistical analyses for the purpose of suggesting alternative subject-search strategies.

1 Introduction

For the past four decades [since, e.g., McCulloch and Pitts (1943)], researchers in AI have become very slowly aware of the distinctive advantage which algorithmic models possess over those other computerised models of the strictly mathematical format. Quite recent authors [e.g., Amit (1989)] persist, particularly in the literature of neural networks, with their fascination with mathematical modelling, as though the success of the mathematically-expressed Newtonian models (of physics) will automatically be conferred on their own work.

On the other hand, Mihram (1973) noted that philosophers Sayre and Crosson (1963) had been struggling with the non-mathematical ("non-formalized") nature of computer programming as it might affect the modelling of mind, a mental struggle being conducted as well in the context of computerised modelling of social systems in that same decade by the mathematician Kemeny (1969).

Completely generalizing this struggle to biological systems, including not only neural networks/organisms but also socio-political organizations, was the 1975 Ludwig von Bertalanffy Lecturer, J.G. Miller (1978). Miller notes that there are seven levels of living systems, from the cell to the "supra-national society", and that at any level there are nineteen functional subsystems, the central one of which is the system's decider. Since any algorithm is a recipe for a decision-making process, Miller unknowingly [cf. Mihram (1979)] had uncovered the preference for algorithmic, as opposed to mathematical, models among biologists, sociologists, and sociobiologists as well.

2 The Algorithm

Wheatley and Unwin (1972) made quite explicit what Mihram (1970) had suggested quite strongly: viz., that algorithmic modelling is distinctly different from models written in the language of mathematics:

An algorithm is a mathematical recipe. From this, its meaning has been extended to cover a recipe in any field of activity.

Wheatley/Unwin (1972)

This distinction between the algorithm and mathematics is, however, quite grammatical [cf. Mihram (1973)]: the algorithm is a second-person expression, or command, whereas a mathematical statement is expressed in the third person (e.g., \( F = mXa \)).

The pertinence of the distinction to biologists, however, lies in Miller's revelation (1978) that every living system, no matter how small or complex, contains as its central subsystem its decider:

the executive which receives information from all the other subsystems and transmits to them information outputs that control the entire organization.

Miller (1978)

Thus, if one is to capture the dynamics of any living system in terms of a computerised model, one would do well to employ
"Do I go?"
the algorithmic (as opposed to mathematical) construction. The algorithm is ideally suited for capturing the dynamics of any living system because it can precisely describe the conditions under which a change is made, a decision or choice is enacted.

3 Exemplary Systems

Many researchers in AI take, nonetheless, the mathematical approach: e.g., researchers dealing with neural networks [cf., e.g., Newman's paper in these 1991 proceedings and Gagliano et al. (1991)] express their models in mathematics, then use computer algorithms to exercise a particular solution to these mathematical relationships.

This is the same approach used by the authors (e.g., Forrester and the Meadows-es) of the once-highly-touted "world models": viz., describe the world's economic development in terms of differential, or difference, equations, then go solve (arithmetically evaluate) this 'system' of time-dependent equations on a computer [Mihram (1974a)]. Unfortunately, here the underlying algorithms mime the passage of time by: (a) computing, from the present status, the status at the next step of time; and (b) advance time by one unit; then, (c) using the same algorithms, re-compute the next status, ...

Unfortunately, such an approach fails to capture the quite erratic dynamics of any living system: one needs to write an algorithm which, like the particular living system which it describes, is activated not regularly but, rather, if and when required.

The algorithmic, as opposed to the mathematical, among computerised models is thus far better suited to capture with scientific credibility the dynamics of any living system (or, of any system containing at least one living component).

The researchers dealing with neural networks via their mathematical models typically are describing motor activities of the living system; however, artificial intelligence researchers, attempting to capture the decision-making capabilities of a living organism, are finding that the algorithm is much better suited to their task than is mathematics, notwithstanding the negativistic approach of writers like Winograd/Flores [cf. Mihram, 1989].

As a further example, consider the currently increasing use of bibliographic retrieval systems in major research libraries. These software packages, or computer programmes, are in actuality simulation models of a librarian-researcher team seeking pertinent literature citations on a specified logical combination of subjects. The models become, in effect, an AI model of a librarian or researcher at his/her task. They are not mathematical, but they do describe the reason why algorithmic models are much better suited for capturing the dynamics of any living system than is mathematics: the decisions are described precisely by algorithm, not by mathematical expressions.

4 Concluding Remarks

The history of science actually reveals that one need not use mathematics in order to qualify as a scientist. Newton may well have given mathematics an esteemed place among languages used by scientists, and the French philosophers/mathematicians/scientists of the early nineteenth century only enhanced this image [cf., e.g., Mihram, 1991] when they virtually 'institutionalized' the notion of scientific method as being no more than the theorem-proving mechanism of mathematicians.

Ampere and these other early nineteenth-century scientists were in actuality only serving to confirm the correctness of Newton's laws: they first accepted/assumed that Newton was correct, then assumed (like the geometry student in quest of the terminating 'QED') that matter is particulate in its character, and then by mathematical argumentation derived results (such as the inverse-square laws of electricity and magnetism).

However, scientists (and biologists, particularly) should recall the success (also in the nineteenth century) of Charles Darwin. His ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES, if it were not for the editorial insertion of the pagination sequence, contains virtually no mathematics. As importantly, they should heed the message of Nobel Laureate Konrad Lorenz:

*The Fashionable Fallacy [Today] of Dispensing with Description [in Favour of Mathematics]" .... "I have never in my life published a book or a paper with either a table or a graph in it.*

Lorenz, 1973

Scientists who convey their model of the reality which they have observed may choose a natural language (the first-person format: a la Darwin), the language of mathematics (the third-person format: a la Newton), or computer programming (the second-person format). The decision/choice must not be a mere predisposition, but, rather, a result of a reflexion [cf. Mihram and Mihram, 1984; Mihram, 1974b] on the intrinsic character of the natural phenomenon, or system of phenomena, being studied/observed. Are deciders to be mimed?
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